Absiracf-In this tutorial paper the basic principles of least squares estimation are introduced and applied to the solution of some filtering, prediction, and smoothing problems involving stochastic linear dynamic systems. In particular, the paper includes derivations of the discrete-time and Continuous-time Kalman a t e r s and their prediction and smoothing counterparts, with remarks on the modiiications that are necessary if the noise processes are colored and correlated. The examination of these state estimation problems is preceded by a derivation of both the unconstrained and the linear least squares estimator of one random vector in terms of another, and an examination of the properties of each, with particular attention to the case of jointly Gaussian vectors. The paper concludes with a discussion of the duality between least squares estimation problems and least squares optimal control problems.
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T I. INTRODUCTION
HIS paper contains a tutorial introduction to t,he basic principles of least squares estimat.ion and their application to the solution of some stat.e-est.imation problems associated wit.h finite-dimensional linear dynamic systems operating in a stochast.ic environment.. The exposition begins n-it11 t,he problem of cstimat.ing on(: random variable or vector in t,erms of anot>her, and proceeds through a derivation of the discrete-time Kalman filter a.nd predict.or t o a derivat.ion of the continuous-t.ime I h lman-Bucy filter and predictor, and an examination of t.he continuous-t,ime smoothing problem. The paper concludes vit.11 a discussion of t,he duality bet.wen least squares estimation and least squares opt.ima1 control problems.
The development, in each section d r a m nontrivially on that in preceding semions and on the following a.ssumed prerequisites.
1) Familiarity v,-it,h the elements of probability t.heory through t,he concept of jointly distributed random variables and random vectors described by their joint. prob-. ability density function, and t,he associated means, co-
. variances, and condhional expectations. For a. discussion of these topics, see, for example, [l].
2) Beginning xvith Section VII, a.n exposure t.o t.he state-space description of linear dynamic systems, t.he dual concepts of controllability and observability, and t,he least. squares ("linear-quadrat.ic") regulator problem in both finite and infinite t.ime. For an exposition of these t.opics the reader is referred t.o the appropriate papers in this issue or, for example, t.o [2].
In Section 11, we esanune t.he least. squares estimation of one random vector in t.erms of anot.her. Some important, 3Iannscript received July 19, 19il . Paper recommended by D. G. Luenberger, Associate Guest Editor. The preparation of this paper was support,ed by t.he Air Force Office of Scientific Research through Themis Grant Fb44620-69-C-0116.
Laboratory, Washington University, St. Louis, 3.10.
The author is with the Control Systems Science and Engineering propert,ies of this estimator are derived in Section 111, while in Section IV n-e summarize the propert,ies of Gaussian random vect,ors and discuss the least squares estimation of one jointly Gaussian random vector in terms of another. Section V is devoted t.0 t.he linear least squares est.imation of one random vector in terms of another, and Section VI contains the derivations of a number of properties of this linear least squares est.imator that are important both in their own right and for the st.raight,forward inductive derivation, in Sect.ion VII, of the Kalman filt,er and predictor for estimdng the state of a noise-corrupted discrete-time linear dynamic system in t,erms of its noisy output, measurements. These same propert.ies provide the background for the introduction of the so-called innovations sequence (or process) and t.he inclusion of an alternat,ive derivation of the discrete-time Kalman filter and predictor. The continuous-time filt>ering, predict,ion, and smoothing problems are t.hen examined from an innovations viewpoint in Sect.ion VIII. Finally, Section IX contains a discussion of t.he dualit,y between least. squares est,imat.ion problems and least. squares control problems, and an examination of the st.eady-stat,e I<alman-Bucy filter.
In the first, six sections we distinguish between random vectors and their sample values by denot,ing the former with capital 1ett.ers X, Y, and 2 and the latt.er by the cor-_ _ _~ __.__ ~ f = E{XlY = y) = of X given that Y has value y. The corresponding minimum mean-square error is the conditional covariance of X given that Y has value y.
Proof: Expanding the optimality criterion, using t,he linearit,y of the expectation, and then "complet,ing t.he square" we obtain E(llX - first different.iating the second line of (2) with respect to z and sett,ing the result equa.1 to t.he zero vector, and then noting that t,he second derivative of (2) with respect t o z is twice the .n x n unit matrix, so that, t.he local extremum so obtained is indeed a (global) minimum. Q.E.D. It is import,ant t.0 observe that the essence of Problem 1 is that the value y of the random vect.or Y is given and we seek the n-vector f that is the best estlmate of the value of the random vector X . It. is clear that, f mill depend in general on the given m-vect.or y. Conceptua.lly, t.his procedure could be repeated for every value y of Y for which fy(y) > 0 t,o yield, in principle, a graph of the corresponding best estimate f in terms of the value y of Y. This gra.ph may, of course, be interpret.ed as defining a. function, which we denot,e 8, of the random vector Y. Since a function of a random vector is itself a random vector, it follows t>hat 8 is a. ra.ndom vector-it. is the random vector defined for all y wit.h .fy(y) > 0 by Taking expect,ations of both sides and invoking the j dent,ityl
we t,hen have
E{l\X -2(Y)112) 5 E{\lX -g(Y))!2).
Thus the estimat,or 2 constructed by solving Problem 1 for 2) It is unbiased in the sense that 2 of Xin t,erms of Y that is best, in the sense that 2 mini-
Proposition 1 ': The least squares estimator 2 of X in terms of Y in the sense of Problem 1' is the conditional expectation
I n fact, we have the stronger statement
of X given Y , and t,he corresponding minimum meansquare error is the conditional variance E {\\X -E{XIY}j\z}.
It is important t.o note that, in Problem 1 we seek an estimate, viz., the vector f that mininlizes over all nvectors z the conditional expectation E{llX -zl12:Y = y} given that Y has value y, whereas in Problem 1' we seek an estimator, viz., the function 2 t,hat minimizes the (unconditioned) expectation E{jlX -g(Y)I:2) over all functions g mapping Em into R". As long as thc functions g a.re unconstrained in any way (such as being cont.inuous or linear) we can construct the solut.ion to Problem 1' by solving Problem 1 for each y with f&) > 0, as we have done above. If, on the other hand, t,he functions g over which we seek a solution t.o Problem 1' are consbrained to be, for example, linear or continuous, then this approach is no longer valid (unless, of course, the unconstrained least squares estimat.or turns out t.0 have t.he desired property of linearity or continuit.y), and an alt.ernative approach must. be adopted. Depending on the joint, probability density function involved, it may well turn out, that. in the constrained case there may be some functions g and values y for which 3) For any nonnegative nlatrix F , 2 = E{ XIY} mini- The following property of the least squares estimator is somewhat less trivial and, like the above t.hree propert,ies, has far reaching implications in est.imation t,heory.
Proposition 5%: The e: ti nation error X 4 X -2 in the least squares estimator .f = E {XI Y ) is uncorrelabed with any function g of the random vector Y , i.e.,
and, in fact,
.rl x nlbut 2 is still t.hc best "on t.he average" in the sense that (7)
Proof: For every value y of Y n-e have holds for all funct,ions g satisfying the required constrainbs.
E{g(Y)X'IY
ties are direct consequences of t.he fact that. the least. squares estimator of X in terms of Y is t,he condit,ional expectation E {XI Y 1. We begin with three t.rivia1 properties.
IV. LEAST SQUARES ESTIAIATION OF Garrss~a~

RAKDON VECTORS
Proposition. i a (Propert& of the Least Squa& &tima-
Gaussian random vect,ors play a major role in probabil-
The least squares est,imat.or 2 = E { X ( Y } has t.he fol-it.y theory and system theory. Their importance s t e m loving properties.
largely from two fa.ct.s: first, they possess many dist,inctive 1) It is linear, i.e., for any deterministic matrix A and mathemat.ica,l properties and, second, the Gaussian disdeterministic vector b with the appropriate dimensions tribution bears close resembla.nce to t.he probability laws (12) and t,his constitutes an alternative definition of a Gaussian ra.ndom vector 1vit.h parameters m and 2;. I n fact, the definition of a Gaussian ra.ndom vect,or as one whose characteristic funct,ion is given by (12) is more general because it includes the possibilit,y that Z may be degenerate and of R', in which case 1x1 = 0 a.nd X is nonnegative definite but not positive definite and not invertible. I n any case, we henceforth adopt the shorthand notation N(m, z) for t.he Gaussian (or normal) distribution with parameters m and z.
Using the well-known [I 1, [4] properties of the characterist,ic function to compute t,he moments of Z we have, in pa.rticular,
I
have its entire density concentrated on a proper subspace
Thus t,he pammeters m and X of the Gaussian probability distribution (11) or (12) are, respectively, the mean and t.he covariance of 2. It .-is important, to note that the probability densit,y funct.ion of a Gaussian ra.ndom vect.or is t,herefore comdetelv sDecified by a knowledge of its mean
and cova.riance. The importance of Gaussian random vectors in estimation and control t,heory is due largely to trhis factand to the following facts. 1) ~ UncoyGlated ~ jointly Gaussian random vect.ors are independent..
2) Linear ~ . . . . . functions of Gaussian random vectors are themselves Gaussian random vectors.
3) I n particular, sums of jointly Gaussian random vectors are Gaussian random vectors.
4) The conditional expectation of one jointly Gaussian random vector given another.is-a-GAussian random vector t,hat is a linear funct.ion of theconditionjng vector. 
(13b)
..' W x 4-Then t,he following properties hold. which may be combined to give sxx-1 = z x x -ZxyZyy-'Zyx.
and substitution of these in (16) 
More g e m -over all linear estimat. Sinc.e this ra.ndom vector is a linear function of the random vector Y it follows immedia.telg from Property 1 t,hat, Property 7: The least squares estima.tion error
is t<he difference between two joint,ly Ga,ussian random vectors and is, therefore, from Pr0pert.y 3, a
Gaussian random vector 1vit.h mean zero (since, from Proposition 2a, the least squares estimator is unbiased) a.nd covariance equal to the conditional covariance
Thus X is N(0, z X x -~x y~y y -l~y x ) . 2 is the Gaussia,n random vector given by (17) .
If X~and Y are not Gaussia,n random vect,ors, however, it. is in general to be expected that the conditiona.1 expectation ~{ X l y ) be 
EIXIY] is N b x , z x Y z Y Y -l z Y x )
.
From an estimation viewpoint, the most, interesting and
where for the third and fourth equalities we recall that X a.nd Y are now assumed to have zero mean, so that. E {bX' } = bE{X') = 0 and E{XX') = cov 
where we have used the fact t.hat t r
Completing the square then yields (20) which is clearly uniquely minimized by t.a.king
A" = ZxyZyy-I, bo = 0.
Thus t,he least squares linear estimator is
a.nd the corresponding minimum value of the va.riance of the estimat,ion error X = X -2 is, from (20) ,
cov [ X , X] = Zxx -ZxyZyy-'Zyx.
(22)
In fact, it is readily found that.
In the case where X and Y do not have zero mean we have
with the covariance of the est>imation error still given by I n summary, we have the following solut.ion t.o Problem 2.
Proposition 3: The best linear est.ima,t,or, in the sense defined by Problem 2, of the zero-mean random vect,or X in terms of t<he zero-mean random vector Y is given by I n particular, we define the best 1inea.r estimate i of the value of X given that Y has value y to be 2 = 2(y) = BxyZyy-'y.
An alternative means of deriving this result is t,o set equal t.0 zero t.he partial derivatives of (19) 1vit.h respect to A and b, using the identit.ies listed, for example, in [6] , to obta.in
which may be solved to give (21). In the case where X and Y are (real-valued) random oariables there is, of course, no need to introduce t-he trace opera.t.ions and the process of taking partial derivatives is more direct, and familiar.
It was shown in Section I1 that. the unconstrained least squares estimat,or of X in terms of Y is the conditional expectation E(Xi Y ) , and in Section ITr it was not.ed that when X and Y are jointly Gaussian this conditional expectation is linear in Y. Thus, when X and Y are jointly Gaussian, the unconstrained least. squares estimator is alrea.dy linear in Y a.nd it. must therefore coincide svit,h t.he linear least squa.res estimator. A comparison of the expressions for f and cov [X, 21 given in Properties 6 and 7 of Section IV with those given above in Proposition 3 shows that t.his is indeed the case. In fact, t.he idcntificat.ion of the best linear est,imator with t.he best unconstrained estimat.or in the Gaussian case provides a means for directly deducing severa.1 of t,he propert.ies of the best linear estimator given in the following section.
I n order to emphasize the fact that, t.he best linear estimat,or has a number of properties, such as linearity, in common wit.11 the conditional expectatmion, and t.0 provide a notation for t.he best, linear estimat.or of X in terms of Y that explicitly identifies b0t.h X and Y, we introduce the notmation E*{XIY} = 2 = ZxyByy-'Y.
It is emphasized that E* {XIY) is simply an alternative notation for t.he best, linear est$imator of X in terms of Y: it is not to be confused with the conditional expect,ation E { X J Y ) nit11 svhich it corresponds only in such extremely special cases as when X and Y are jointly Gaussian.
VI. PROPERTIES OF THE LIKEAR LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATOR
I n this sect.ion we derive a number of simple properties of the best linear estima,tor. As well as being import.a,nt. in their own right, these properties form the basis of our inductive derivation in Section VI1 of the discrete-time Kalnmn filter and predictor; in fa.ct, this derivation is nothing more than the straightforward application of these properties to estimation problems involving linear dynamic systems. These same propert,ies provide the basis for subsequent, introduction of the so-called innovations process which plays a major role in later sections of the [ X -2, Y ] = 0. In fact, X is uncorrelated wit.h any linear paper.
function of Y and, in particular, cov [X, 21 = 0.
As before, we separate the trivial properties, which we Property 2: If Y and 2 a.re uncorrelated then the best give first., from those that are somewhat less trivial. estimat,or of X in terms of both Y and Z may be written
The covariance of the estimation error is given by or, equivalently, 
Proof: Properties 1 a.nd 2 are trivia.1 observations included for completeness. Properties 3 and 4 follow immediately on setting Z x y = cov [X, Y ] = 0 in (24) and taking the expectation of both sides of (24) Then, using (21), we have E* (XJY, 2) = E*{XJ w ) = Z X~B p q 7 -1 w and substitut,ion from (30) and (31) immediately yields (25) . The expression for the covariance of t,he corresponding estimation error follows by subst,it.uting (30) and (31)
, -, into (22) From the viewpoint of subsequent, developments, the most important of these properties of t,he least. squares linear estimat,or are it,s linea.rit,y, its characterization in terms of t.he requirement that. the estimation error be uncorrelated with the data., and the "updating formulas" listed in Proposition 4b. I n particular, we first have t.he important fact that, if Y and Z are uncorrelated then the best. linear estimator E* ( X ; Y, Z ] of X in terms of both Y and Z can be obtained simply by additively combining the individual best, linea,r est.imat,ors B*{XIY) and E * ( X : Z } .
If Y and Z are correlated, the same principle can be used once it is reca.lled that Y is uncorrelated with the error ZIy in est.imating 2 in terms of Y , and that est,imating X in terms of Y and Z ; y is t,he same as est,imating X in terms of Y and 2, since a knowledge of Y and Z I y is clea.rly equivalent to a knowledge of Y and 2, i.e., t. Yk+llk is nothing more tl1a.n the application of the well-knonm Gram-Schmidt orthogonaliza,tion procedure to generat,e a.n orthogonal basis for t.he subspace, and because the innova.tions sequence { Fili-l] and t,he sequence of original vect.ors {Yi ] gcnerate the same subspace they convey equivalent information insofar as the linear ehmation is concerned. The "updating formula" (27) is then simply a manifesta.tion of t,he intuitive and easily proven observat,ion that the projection of a vector on a subspace is the sum of its projections on each of the ort.hogona1 basis vect,ors of that. subspace.
We remark that if t>he subscript k in Yrc is int,erpret.ed to be a time index, t,he fact that, the innovations Yili-l a,re mut.ually uncorrelat,ed means that, t.he innovations sequence { Y j ; $ -l ] is discrctc-time (wide-sense) whit.e noise.
Much will be made of this in the next sections when we examine estimation problems associated wit.11 linear dynamic systems. 
VII. THE DISCRETE-TIME I<aLu.m FILTER AKD PREDICTOR
In this section we apply t,he simple estima.tion principles developed in earlier sections to t,he solut,ion of some estimation problems involving discrete-t,ime linear dgnamic systems. In particular, we consider the problem of estima.t.ing the state of a. system in t.erms of noise-corrupted output measurements when there are random dist.urbances entering the state equation of the system and the initial state is a random vector. More specifically, we first direct (37) attention to the following prediction problem formulated as Problem 3. In contrast to our earlier practice of distinguishing bebeen random vectors &nd iheir sample values by denoting the former wit,h capit,al letters and the lat.ter wit.h lower case letters, we -henceforth follov--st,andard -pract.ice ~~ ~ ~~ ~ of writ.ing ~ b0t.h ~ ~ random ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ vectors a,nd t,heir sa.mple values as lower case letters. No confusion should arise if, unless specificalli indicated to the contrary, lower case let.ters are interpreted as random vect.ors.
For the first part, of this section~we-depart t,emporarily from our earlier standing assumption that all vectors have zero mean, and include in the descript-ion of t,he dynamic system a det,erministic control input. and a nonzero-mean is no more difficult t.han omitting them, and it is perha.ps constructive to clearly exhibit the role they play by including t.hem in the proof.
Problem 3: Consider the discrete-t,ime n-dimensional 1inea.r dynamic system whose stat.e X , at time k is generated by the difference equation 
(33)
The initial &ate x 0 of the system is assumed to be a random vector with
The control input u, E R' is assumed known (nonrandom) for all k, while the disturba.nces { E, } and {eB { a.re assumed to be uncorrelated white zero-mean random sequences with known covariances, i.e., the q-and m-dimensiona. We choose to estimate the &ate &+I a t time k + 1 (rat,her tha.n the &ate xk a t time k ) in terms of the out.put sequence 2, up t o time k for convenience of later interpretations and extensions. Est.imation of x j in terms of 2 , for different relationships bet.\\-een j and k will be discussed later in the paper.
The solut.ion to Problem 3 is given by the followingproposition.
Proposition 5: The best linear estinlat.or &+1Ik of in terms of the out.put sequence 2 , = { z j { j,o*k may be expressed recursively using tkIk-1 and ZI, according to the iterative relation 
Before proceeding nith the proof of this proposition, we pause to examine the structure of the estimator it. defines and, at the same time, outline the essence of an inductive proof. It should be emphasized at the outset that this estimator, which is called t>he Ka.lman (one-step) predictor [14] , recursively generates &+llk from kklk-l and the newly available measurement 2,. Its structure is shown in Fig. 1 , from which we see that is it comprised of three 'Lelements": 1) a model of t.he deterministic count,erpart of t.he system = Akiklk-l + Brut which, by the "updating formula" (27) , map be simply added to to give i k + l l k = E*{xk+llZk} = ~* ( x~+~l
Zklx-l}, because t,he innovation Zklx-l is uncorrelat.ed -dh past data 2,.
It should also be noted that the covariance Ex of the est.imat.ion error Xklk-l is independent of t,he part,icular control input sequence {uk} and may be either precomputed or computed in real time using the iterative relation (43) with boundary condition (44). Consequently the timevarying gain matrix Lk, which is derived from & via (40), is independent of the input sequence {u,) a.nd may be computed in advance. Notice also t,hat, X k and therefore z k are time-varying even if the system (32) is constant and both noise sequences are st,at,iona,ry. Thus the Kalman predictor t.hat solves Problem 3 is a t.ime-varying linear dynamic system whose dimension is t,hat of t.he original system (32). It. accepts as inputs the output, (33) of the spstem (32) and the det.erministic input u, of that, syst,em, and has as it,s st>ate thc best, linear estimate of t,he stat,e of t,he system (32) a.t, time k + 1 in terms of the particular sa.mple output sequence 2, received.
In the preceding section it was noted that the innovat.ion Zklk-1 2 zk -E * { z~I Z~-~) is uncorrelated with all past. data and consequently the recursively genera.ted vect.ors ZOl-l('zo), &lo, 2211 . . . are mutually uncorrelated and the innovat.ions sequence {iklk-l) is (wide-sense) white noise that. is related t,o the sequence { zr ) by a ca.usally invertible linear t,ransformat,ion. Using the linearit,y of t.he least squares linear est,imator we have from (33) that 
Similarly, for k > j ,
2 (Pk,jB,Cj'. (50) We now turn t,o the proof of Proposition 5. We give two proofs, an induct,ive one based on the outline given in t.he above discussion of the st.ructure of t,he Kalman predictor, and a.nother t,hat esploit,s both the properties of the innovat.ions sequence and the cha.ra.cterizat,ion of the linear least squares estimator as t.he linear estimator whose estimation error is uncorrelated wit.11 all past, data. (55) using either the formula in Pr0pert.y 5 of Proposit,ion 4a or by direct calculation after subt,racting (54) from (32). Substit,ut,ion of (54) and (55) into (51) and (53) then yields the iterative expressions (38) and (43).
The induct>ive proof is complet,ed by n&ng that, by choice of t,he boundary conditions (39) and (44), Proposition 5 holds t,rivia.lly for k = 0, since, in the absence of any output data in terms of which to estimate xo, which is (38) with u, = 0. The initial condition follom-s as before. Subtraction of (38) from (32) yields thus E*{&lZ,} is not in general t.he zero vector for i < k .
The discrete-t,ime smoothing problem can be a.t.tacked by methods analogous tao those discussed later in connection vcit,h the continuous-time state est.imation problem.
Remark 5-Correlated Noises:
If t h e noise sequences {EZ f and {ea 1 are whit.e, zero-mean, and uncorrelated with x0 but correlat.ed with each other, so that. For the alternative proof, (48) must be replaced by tional term carried through bhe algebra beginning with (57).
VIII. CONTIXUOUS-TIME FILTERING, PREDICTIO AND SMOOTHING
In this section we consider the continuous-time count.erpart. of t.he discrete-time stateestimation problem examined in the preceding section and derive t,he corresponding continuous-time Ihlman-Bucy fiker using t,he continuous-time analog of the alternative (innovations) proof given in Section VII. This derivation is formal t.0 t,he extent that it involves some "familiar" formal manipulations with white noise and omits t.he step of rigorously proving the equivalence of t,he output) process and the innovations process insofar as linear est,imation is concerned. A more precise treat.ment, would require t<he theory of stochastic integrals and stochastic d3erentia.l equations (see, e.g., [15] - [lS] ) and would include a rigorous proof t,hat the linear transformat,ion that, genemtes the innovations process from the output process is causally invertible. The innovations approach to est,imation and detection problems is due t.0 Kailath a.nd his c.ollaborators, t.0 whose works the reader is referred for more detailed t,reatment, and extensions, including nonlinear problems 
dyna.mic syst,em with sta.t.e equat,ion i ( t ) = A ( t ) x ( t ) + B(t)u(t) + D(t)T(t) (58) a.nd m-dimensional output z(t) = C(t)x(t) + 8(t).
(59)
The initial st,ate x ( t 0 ) of the system is assumed to be a random vector wit,h
E { x ( t o ) } = mo cov [x(to), x(to)] = BO. (60)
The cont,rol input, u(t) E R' is assumed known and nonrandom for all t, while the dist,urbances t( .) and e ( . ) are assumed to be whitme zero-mean stochastic processes that are uncorrela.ted wit-h each other and with xo, and have known covariances, i.e., the q-and m-dimensional random vectors t(t) and O(t) have the following second-order st,atistical propert,ies for all t, s: 
+ D j r j ]
The mat>rices A(t), B(t), C ( t ) , and D(t) are assumed to be knonm and nonrandom and t.0 have t,he a.ppropriate dito reflect t,he correlation between tj and ef, and the addi-mensions. For each t L for denote by 2, t.he stochast,ic
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CONTROL, DECEMBER 1971 process z(.) defined by (58) and (59) up to t,ime t , i.e.,
Find, for each t 2 to, the best linear est.imat.or f ( t l t ) A E* {x(t)lZ,) of the st.ate x ( t ) at, time t in terms of the output, process 2, up to time t. As in the proof via t,he innovations approach in the preceding section, we assume wit.hout loss of generality that u(t) = 0 and mo = 0, so that all mndom variables and random processes have zero mea.n: for convenience of reference, these terms nil1 be reint,roduced when the solution is summarized as a proposition later in the section.
Before proceeding nit11 a derivation of the solution to Problem 4, we pause to consider wl1a.t we mea,n by the least. squares 1inea.r estimator of a random vector in terms of a continuous-t.ime random process and to establish two subsequent,ly needed properties t.hat> are the natural extensions t.o t.his sit.uation of two properties of t,he least squares lineas estimat.or of one random vecbor in t. 
HO(T).
We leave it t.0 the reader to check that if y(.) cont.ains a nondegenerate white-noise component then this is t,he only condition under which the third term is zero, and, furthermore, under t.hese conditions the solution to (64) is unique; thus, in this case, the least squares linear estimator f is unique and is characterized by (64). Because @(t) is positive definite, these conditions are met for our problem a.nd n-e will shortly see, in fact., that (64) defines a unique funct.ion HO( -). We n0t.e that, if (64) holds for all u then it.
is trivial that any linear function of YT is uncorrelated with x -f. K0t .e also that the linea.ritry of the best, linear estimator, viz.,
follom-s immediat.ely by observing that if HO( .) satisfies (64) t,hen AHO( -) satisfies t,he same equation with Ax replacing x . Ret,urning to Problem 4, we see that since the estima-
uncorrelated with any linear function of the pa.& data Z,, it. is uncorrelated, in particular, with Z(T) and ? ( T I T ) for
Clearly, by symmetry of aut>ocorrelat,ion funct.ions, t,he same is true for
From the linearity of t.he best 1inea.r estima,tor and (59) n-e have
i ( t [ t ) = E*{Z(t)lZ,) = C(t)E*{x(t)IZ,)
and --e note that E* { B ( t ) (Z,] vanishes because 2, depends only (and linearly) on xO, { t (~) ; to 5 T < t ) and { e ( T ) ;
, a.11 of which a.re, by assumption, uncorrela.t,ed wit.h e@). Thus t,he innovat.ion ii(tlt) may be written
We establish t.his by observing that for any linear est,imator we can write
from which it, can be calculated directly t.
hat cov [ii(t[t), i(tlt)]
is an impulse with ma.gnitude @(t), using t.he fact that 6(t) is uncorrelated with both Z(tlt) (because, as distherefore with i ( t l t ) . Thus the zero-mean white-noise innovations process i has covaria.nce
cussed above, it is uncorrelat.ed nit,h 2,) and x ( t ) , and
COV [ i ( t l t ) , i ( T I T ) ] = @(t)6(t -T).
(69) (65)
As in Section VII, it is convenient for later purposes to have calculated by augments similar to those leading to (48) and (50) t.hat where HO( .) is defined implicitly by (64) and f i ( t ) 2 H(t) -Ho(t). Nomy note that the second t.erm on the right side of (65) vanishes because it can be written
COV [x(t), i(TIT)] = @(i, T)X\(T)C'(t)
the integrand of which is, by (64), identically zero. The matrix associated -with t,he d8erentia.l equation x(t) = first term on the right side of (65) is independent of H ( . ) , A(t)x(t) .
RHODES: ESTINATION AKD FILTERING
Assuming that the linear transformation that generates the innovations process i from the output process z is causa.lly invertible, so t,hat. any 1inea.r funct>ion of z can be expressed as a linear function of i (and vice versa), we can m i t e
where the mat.rix-valued gain function G(t, e ) can be calculated using t,he characterization (64) of Z(tIt), viz.,
Using (69) a.nd (70) this reduces to
Formally differentiat.ing (71) with respect, t.0 t using the Leibnitz rule, (72), and the defining property of the t,ransit.ion ma.
trix, viz, (d/dt)@(t, T ) = A ( t ) @ ( t , T), we obtain i ( t l t ) = ~( t )
1; ~( t ,
Note that (72) defines G(b, U ) only for u < t and yet (73) requires t,hat we det,ermine G(t, t). If we integrate (73) from to t,o t we obtain i(@) =
@(t, ~) G ( T , T )~( T ) T ) dr and if this expression is t.o coincide with (71) when G(t, T )
is defined for T < t b37 (72), we must have 1:
@(t, T)G(T, T ) = * ( t , T )~( T ) C ' ( T ) O -~( T ) vhich, since @(t, T ) is nonsingular, yields
G(T, T ) = Z ( T >~' ( T ) @ -~( T )
(74) and (73) becomes
i(tlt) = A(t)i(tlt) + X(t)C'(t)O-'(t) [~( t ) -C(t)i(tlt)].
(75)
Subtracting t.his equation from (58) (wit.h u(t) = 0) gives
t(tlt) = [A(t) -X(t)C'(t)@-l(t)C(t)]i(t(t) + D(t)t(t) -x ( t ) C f ( t ) w l ( t ) e ( t )
from which we can write
where $(t, T ) is the t.ransition matrix associated m4th
( t ) C ' ( t ) @ -l ( t ) C ( t ) ] w ( t ) .
, 4 direct, caIculation using the fact, that e and are white and uncor-
. .
" -
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related with each other a.nd i(t,-,)to)( = x(to)) then shows that and this mag be differentkted to give
z(t) 4 cov [x(@), i ( t l t ) ] = Q(t, $ O ) &~' ( t , to)
+ s,' t ( t , T )~( T ) c ' ( T ) O -' ( T ) C ( T )~( T )~' ( t ,
T
i ( t ) = [A(t) -z ( t ) C ' ( t )~-' ( t ) C ( t ) ]~( t ) + B ( t ) [ A ( t ) -~( t ) C ' ( t ) O -' ( t ) C ( t ) ] ' + D(t)?(t)D'(t) + z(t) C'(t)Wl(t) C(t)r,(t) = A ( t ) z ( t ) + B(t)A'(t) -z(t)C'(t)o-l(t)C(t)Z(t) + D(t)S(t)D'(t)
and, set.ting t = fo in (77), the boundary condition ~( t , ) =
EO.
A nonzero control input and a nonzero-mean initial state simply affect the mean of x(!), which is then
E{X(t)} = * ( t , t O)mO + l: @(t, T ) B ( T ) U ( T ) (17
and this sum must be added to the right side of (71). This leads to an addit.iona1 term B(t)u(t) on the right side of (75) and c.hanges its init,ia.l condition from zero to mo.
The differential equa.tions for i(tit) a.nd Z ( t ) remain una,ffected.
I n summary, we have the following solution to Problem
4.
Proposition 6: The best linear estimator f(tlt) = E" ( x ( t ) \ Z l ) of the state x ( t ) of t.he system (58) in t,erms of the output process 2, is t.he n.
-dimensional linear dynamic system i ( t l t ) = A(t)i(tlt> + B(t)u(t) + z(t)C'(t)O-*(t) [z(t) -C(t)i(tlt)]
with initial condition
where t,he X n symmetrric nonnegative definite matrix Z ( t ) is the covariance of the est,ima.
t,ion error i ( t l t ) = x ( t ) -i ( t l t ) and is the solution to the Riccati equation i ( t ) = A ( t ) X ( t ) + F(t)A'(t) -B(t)C'(t)@-'(t)C(t)B(t) + D(t)S(t)D'(t)
wit.h initial condition r,(to)
The form of t.his best linear estimator, which is called the Kalman-Bucy filt.er for Problem 4, is shown in Fig. 2  [19] . Like its discret,e-t,ime counterpart, it is comprised of t,hree "elements."
1'1 A unitv-aa,in negative feedback loop which generates 1 u(t) MODELOF SYSTEM
UNITY NEGATIVE REDBACK
These expressions are not valid in the smoothing case where T <.O, which will be discussed in a later remark. 3) A model of the deterministic part of the system (58), the internal feedback loop a.nd externally applied input, of which give A(t)i(tlt) + B(t)u(t), n-hich can be interpreted as the best, linear estimator of x ( t ) prior to the arrival of z(t), and which, when additively combined with
Kotice also that, as in the discrete-time case, the covariance X (t) of the estimation error is independent of the deterministic cont,rol input and may be either precomputed or computed in real time from t,he Riccati equation Remark 7-Prediction: For T .z 0, the best 1inea.r e&-mator of x(t + T ) in terms of 2, may be obta.ined from i ( t l t ) using the relation which follows immediat,ely by applying the linearity of the best linear estimator t.0 the solution of (58) and recalling that, as not.ed ea.rlier, T(s) is uncorrelated n<tah 2, for s 2 t. A direct calculation shows tha.t the covariance of the corresponding estimation error is given by
a.nd this change reflected through the subsequent algebra; otherwise, the proof is unchanged.
Remurk 9-Colored
Noises: Consider now the case where, in addition to being correhted, the noise processes E( a ) and e( .) are not. white. This problem can be reduced immediately to an equivalent. higher dimensional problem involving white-noise processes, the solution to which is discussed in Remark 8 , provided that the combined process is a finite-dimensional Markov process and e( a ) contains a white c.omponent n t h nonsingular covariance matrix, i.e., provided that the combined process n ( -) can be generated as the output of a finite-dimensional linear dynamic system of the form
where w(. ) and v ( .) are (possibly correlated) white-noise processes Tsith covariances
a.nd, in a.ddition,
The requirement (81) that 9(t) contain a nondegenerate white-noise component will be seen shortly t.0 correspond t,o our earlier standing assumption (61) that @(t) be posit,ive definite when e( .) is white.
Under these circumst.ances, the systems (58) and (80) can be combined into the single system which involves whit,e (but. correlated) noises in t.he dynamics and the measurements. The Kalman filter and predictor for estimat,ing the state of this combined syst.em is then obt.ained as a direct, application of Remark S, and t,he estinmte of x(t) is obtained from t,his estimate of t,he sta.te of the combined syst,em using the 1inearit.y of t.he best linear estimator, i.e.,
We not,e that the requirement (81) ensures that, t,he additive white noise in the mea.surements (82) is nondegenerate in the sense that it, has positive definite cova.riance nmtrix, which conforms with our earlier standing assumption (61) on the additive whit.e measurement noise.
If we rest,rict, attention to white-noise processes v( * ) a.nd w( e ) t.hat are uncorrela.ted, a necessary and sufficient condition for the combined process n( .) defined by (79) to be representable as t,he output of a finite-dimensional linear dynamic system of the form (82) is that its autocorrelation funct.ion R(t, 7) = E{ n(t)n'(T)I can be expressed for a.11 t and 7 a.s
R(t, 7) = P(t)Q(t A T)P'(T) + S ( t ) S ' (~) s ( t -T ) (83)
for some continuous matrix-valued funct,ions P( .) and S ( -) and some continuously difTerent.iable, symmetric, nonnegative definite, mat.rix-valued function Q( -) whose derivative Q( .) also has nonnegative definite values. The notation t A 7 denotes the minimum of t and T [20] - [22] .
If the combined process n( .) is wide-sense st,at,ionary, 
f ( t J T ) = 14T H(t, T; ~) i (~l r )
dr and then apply the characterization of a(tlT) as t.he linear estimator whose est,imation error is uncorrelated wit,h a.ll the data up to time T to obtain
to 5 u < T. Now observe that. for u < t this equat,ion is identic.al to (72) andH(t, T; u) = G(t, u) = @(t, u)Z(u)C'(u), so t,hat splitt.ing the integral into tmo parts, we can write (85) as
IVow for t < 7 we have that
and, using (76), we calculate, for t 5 T ,
where, as before, a(7, t ) is t,he transition matrix associated
Ttit.h zb(t) = [A(t) -x(t)C'(t)@-l(t)C(t)]w(t).
We not,e inpassing t>hat, for t >_ 7, we have
Thus
+ B(t) J*q(7, t)C1(7)@-1(7) [ z(. ) -i ( 7 1 . ) ] d7
and subtracting each side of this equation from x ( t ) yields
Qisi 1vit.h degree a.t, most n -1 a.nd from which a direct calculation using (69) a,nd (8s) shows 
) C ' ( T ) @ -~( T ) C ( T )~(~, t ) dr B(t).
t,ionsp(tl) = p 1 is given by (90)
w"(t), t ) = --L'(t)p(t) = -@-'(t)C(t)K(t)$(t) (95)
If T is fixed and we differentiate (S9) wit,h respect to t using ( 7 3 , (7S), and the identity [2] d/dt@(T, t ) = -[A(t) -r; (t) C'(t) @-I@) C(t) ]'4'(7, t), we find after some algebra and the reuse of (89) 
] d/dt(X-'(t))
= -Z -l ( t ) i ( t ) Z -l ( t ) .
Differentiation of (90) shows, after some algebra, that r(t) satisfies
r ( t ) = [ A @ ) + ~( t )~( t )~' ( t ) z -l ( t ) ] r ( t ) + r(t) [A@) + D(t)~(t)D'(t)~-l(t)I' -D(t)B(t)D'(t) with terminal condition ( T ) = X ( T ) .
Various other representations of the solution to the smoothing problem have been proposed when the problem is specialized to the so-called fixed-int.erva1, fixed-point,, or fixed-lag smoothing problems. A summary of these can be found in [9] , including the two-filter solution to the fixed-interval.problem given in [27] . 
IX. THE DUALITY BETWEEN LEAST SQUARES
ESrIMATION
J [ w ] = [ W ' ( t ) @ ( t ) W ( t ) + u'(t)8(t)u(t)] d(-t)
x + P'(t0)xoMo) where the n x 7% nonnegative definite matrix K(t) satisfies the Riccati equation
with initial condition (terminal condition in reverse time)
Furthermore, the corresponding minimum cost is
It should be noted at t.he out,set that the Riccati equa- 
L(t) = x(t) C'(t)@-l(t) that operates on t.he innovation z(t) -C(t)i(tlt) in t,he Kalman-
Bucy filter of Proposition 6. It. can thus be seen t,hat there is a one-t,o-one correspondence between the solutions of le& squares estimation problems of the type discussed in Section VI11 and the solutions of least squares control problems of the type discussed above. Partly because dual (or adjoint) systems are involved, this correspondence is oft*en referred t,o as the duality between least squares estimation and least squares control.
In this vein, we remark that the linear dynamic system defined by (92) with boundary Condition at the termina.1 time tl is t,he dual (or adjoint) of the linea,r dynamic syst,em 
with boundary condition at the initial time to. Thus the system considered in the above least squares control problem is t,he dual of the syst,em involved in the least squares est.imation problem of Section VIII. Furthermore, the Ka.lman-Bucy filter of Proposit,ion 6, viz.,
4(tlt) = [ A @ ) -L(t)C(t)]Z(tlt) + L(t)z(t) (99)
with boundary condition at the initial time to has as its dual the system (0 = -[A(t) -L(t)C(t) 1 " ) (100a)
with boundary condition at the terminal time tl. The state
= lot' [w'(t)@(t)w(t) + P'(t)D(t)8(t)D'(t)#(t)]
dt equation of this dual system will be immediately recognized as the optimum closed-loop system for the above + P'@o)xoP(to).
(94) least squares cont,rol problem, while the output equation 
wo((p(t), t ) = -L'(t)#(t).
Thus the solut,ion t.o the above least, squares cont.ro1 problem is given by t.he dual of the solution to the least squares estimat,ion problem of Section VIII.
The duality between estimation and control provides a. direct and convenient means for examining the properties of t.he Kalman-Bucy filter and it.s associat.ed Riccati equation by dra.wing on esta.blished properties of the solution to t,he dual least, squares control problem. In particular, we c.an examine the exist.ence and properties of any st>eady-state solution to the Kalman filtering problem by appea.1-ing t.0 the known solution of the corresponding infinitetime regulator problem. Wit.h this in mind, we identify in Table I the corresponding properties of the t.wo problems and their solut*ions. Since our greatest subsequent, int.erest is in the case where the systems are const.ant, a,nd the noises are stationary or, equivalently, tThe weighting ma.-t.rices = and @ in the cost functional are constant, we restrict! attention t.0 t.his situation.
The following properties of the solution to t-he R.iccat,i equat,ion (96) with initial condition Bo are well known for t,he least squares cont,rol problem. We exploit t,he duality discussed a.bove to write these properties directly in t,erms of the not,at,ion of t,he estimation problem, and include in brackets the equiva,lent condit,ions on the system involved in the control problem from which these properties a.re deduced. Of part,icula.r import,a.nce here is the well-known fact tha.t a conshnt system is complet.ely cont,rollable (respectively completely observable) if a.nd only if its dua.1 is completely observable (respect,ively conlpletelg controllable) ; this is evident from the la.st two lines of (102) is a.sympt.otically stable, a.nd so bounded input,s result, in bounded outputs, operating in forward time.
[Equiva.-lently, the dua.1 system j ( t ) = -[ A -~,C'@-'Cl'(p(t) is asympt.otically st,able when operating in reverse t>ime. ] t.hat the const,ant. feedback contxol law With t.hese factas at hand, it. is a simple ma.tter t*o show w0@(t), t ) = -L,'#(t) = -@-lCB,#(t)
is the unique solution t,o t,he infinit>e-time regulator problem defined by t>he conshnt completely controllable and complet,ely observable system (92) and the cost funct,ional (94), where the sveight,ing matrices 0 and E, are constant and t o = -a (see, e.g., [SI). The natural analog of this result in t>he estimation case is t,hat the steadg-sta,t.e Kalman filter (102) is t.he best, linear estimator of the st.at,c of the completely cont,rollable and completely observable constant. syst.em
X(t) = A x @ ) + DE(t) ~( t )
= cx(t) + e(t) (104) in terms of t,he output process z(.) over (-a , t ) . Since, however, t,he syst,em (104) has been operating "since -0) ," the processes x ( . ) a.nd z( 0 ) will not be well defined unless t.he st,ability properties of the system are such t,hat t,he covariance of x ( t ) has reached a. stea. 
